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The reception this little book has received from
the Christian public has been beyond the author's
highest expectations. It has met a heartfelt need of
the tempted and suffering Christian. Many kind
things have been said and written about the book,
but the thing for which the author is most thankful is
that it has been a blessing to the Christian reader.
It was the conviction of the writer at the time the
book was written that there were many hearts suffer
ing for a word of encouragement. These are trying
days for the true Christian, and we need the exhorta
tion to be " strong in the Lord and in the word of
His grace."
The book is sold at a moderate price to make it
possible to reach the needy. The author will be grate
ful to the reader who will recommend it to his friends.
It can be had at reduced price when bought by the
dozen. It makes a nice gift to a sick friend, or to one
who is passing through a season of trial and tempta
tion. It has found its way into most of the foreign
countries, and has been a blessing to the missionaries
of the cross. The reading of the book has been a crisis
in many lives. To the Master we give all the honor
and the glory.
The picture of the author has been added to this
edition. A part of this edition is bound in white and
gold, which makes a nice gift for the holidays.
Price, thirty-five cents.
AUTHOR.
Taylor University,
Upland, Ind.

"To be a Christian is to be an imitator
of Jesus Christ. In what can we imitate
Him if not in His humiliation? Nothing
else can bring us near to Him. We may
adore Him as omnipotent, fear Him as just,
love Him with all our heart as good and
merciful; but we can only imitate Him as
humble, submissive, poor, and despised."
—FENELON.

"He has entered little into the life of our
Savior who does not know that the settled
tone of His disposition was a peculiar and
subdued sadness."—F. W. ROBERTSON.

'What sort of Christians are we that go
about asking for the things of this life first,
thinking that it shall make us prosperous
to be Christians, and then a little higher
asking for the things that pertain to the
eternal prosperity, when the Great Master
who leaves us the great law, in whom our
Christian life is spiritually set forth, has
as His great symbol the cross, the cross
the sign of consecration and obedience? It
is not simply suffering too. Christ does not
stand primarily for suffering. Suffering is
an accident. It does not matter whether
you and I suffer. 'Not enjoyment, and not
sorrow,' is our life; not sorrow any more
than enjoyment, but obedience and duty. If
duty brings sorrow, let it bring sorrow. It
did bring sorrow to Christ, because it was
impossible for a man to serve the absolute
righteousness in this world and not to sor
row. If it had brought joy, and glory, and

triumph; if it had been greeted at its
entrance and applauded on the way,—He
zvould have been as truly the consecrated
soul that He was in the days when, over a
road that was marked with the blood of
His footprints, He found His way at last
to the torturing cross."
—PHILIPS BROOKS.

I.

ACQUAINTED WITH GRIEF.
T HERE

are two contrasting pictures in
the Word of God. One is by Isaiah in the
fifty-third chapter of his book, and the
other is by St. John in the first chapter of
Revelation. They are both forward looks.
Isaiah looks forward and sees the dejected
man; a tender plant, without form or come
liness.
He is stricken, afflicted, and
wounded; bruised and oppressed. He is
an outcast in His own world and among His
own people. Men turn from Him with a
sneer. They mock His claims, and heap
reproaches upon Him. The Gospel narra
tive bears out the accuracy of the prophet's
vision. A few venture to believe Him good.
A few had courage to follow Him, when
for a brief moment of time He had favor
with the people. One of these d<
II
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and the others forsook Him and fled.
Surely in the Gospel narrative we have no
difficulty in tracing Isaiah's Man of Sorrows. John looks forward and sees Him
"one like unto the Son of man," "girt about /
the paps with a golden girdle," and "His
feet like unto brass, and His countenance
was as one shineth in His strength." This
is the Christ that is coming again when the
Father hath put all things under His feet;
for we see not all things yet under His feet.
This is the Christ honored and exalted by
the Father, the Christ at whose coming to
judge the world every knee shall bow and
own Him L,ord of all.
But it is the Man of Sorrows we are to
consider: Isaiah's picture; Christ, the Man
of Sorrows and acquainted with grief.
Christ lived in that strange, mystic realm,
the realm of sorrow. Sorrow was not with
Him, as with us, an occurrence, but a life.
Such sorrow as His bewilders us. It tran
scends our thought. We tremble on its

w
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threshold, and fear to enter the shadows
of the garden with the weeping Man of
God. Those who did enter fell asleep. We
need not wonder at this. Such sorrow has
an overwhelming effect upon the human
mind. It is hard to watch "one little hour"
in a trial like this.
But enter we must if we would know
His power to save. He who turns from
Christ's sorrow turns back to a sorrow that
worketh death. He who turns from
Christ's call to self-denial, like the rich
young man, turns away sorrowing.
Christ's sorrow was not due to His cir
cumstances. It did not spring from the
paltry losses He sustained among men be
cause of the truth He taught. These losses
doubtless did add to His sorrow. To be
rejected of men; to be despised; to work
lovingly for men and be misunderstood,
and, above all, to be disbelieved; to suffer
unrequited love; to be called an impostor
when He knew Himself to be the Truth,—

14
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these things must have added to His sor
rows. These slights of men were offset
by a few who tried to understand; by a
few who said, "We believe, help Thou our
unbelief;" by loving, grateful hearts who
broke alabaster boxes in expression of their
love. It matters not how many disbelieve
us, our hearts are cheered in the presence
of one believing heart. These slights of
men were not the real cause of Christ's
sorrow.
Neither was His sorrow caused by a
naturally gloomy disposition. Many are
born sad in heart. They are gloomy by
nature. It is hard for them to smile. Mis
fortune has made them children of sadness.
Melancholia has turned out the lights in
their souls, and left them in the shadows.
Disappointment has turned their joy into
sorrow. Bereavement has stolen the joy
of life from their hearts. Christ's dispo
sition was not sorrowful.
Then, there is a cause for human sor-
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row in human sin. Sin makes the heart
sad. It is bitter in the heart of man. Sin
ners never taste real joy. They have ex
citement and sensual pleasure, but never
real joy. This is reserved for the right
eous. Under all the sinner's seeming glad
ness there is a deep woe. No such cause
of sorrow in Christ's life. He knew no sin.
What, then, was the cause of Christ's
sorrow? Why was He the Man of Sor
rows? Was it not the knowledge of sin,
and His responsibility as the Savior of the
world? He wept twice, according to the
Scriptures. On both occasions it was on
account of the sins of the world. When
He wept over Jerusalem, it was not because
He was personally rejected. It would have
been unmanly to have wept over a personal
rejection. He wept because He saw what
sin had done in hardening their hearts. "It
was in the midst of triumph and in the
pride of possession that He stopped to weep
over the ruins of Jerusalem. And if we

16
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ask why the character of Christ was marred
by this melancholy condescension, it was
that He was in the midst of ruins, and there
was nothing there to gladden, but very
much to touch with grief." He wept over
the grave of Lazarus; not because of His
personal loss, but because He saw the re
sults of sin in the dissolution of the body.
His anguish in the garden, what was it but
the burden of the lost world? The con
sciousness of the lost world made Him the
Man of Sorrows. With such a knowledge
there Kould be no glee in the life of Christ.
Great spiritual incitement and grave respon
sibility tend to seriousness. There is a sub
dued sadness in the lives of all the world's
great benefactors. The frivolous and lighthearted are never the world's saviors. The
voluptuary can not heal the open sore of
the world.
With Christ as its center and life, Chris
tianity is a philosophy of suffering. Its
background is one of sorrow. Its Founder

Acquainted W i t h Grief.
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was the most despised man of Hi» age.
The Jews preferred a robber to Him. They
expressed their regard for Him by giving
Him a cross. They were true to their phi
losophy, which is the philosophy of the
world; One so poor, so despised, so meek
and gentle, could not be the Messiah they
needed to break the Roman yoke. What a
philosophy! A crucified Savior, a few weak
and trembling believers without silver or
gold, without sword or shield, we are to
look to Him, we are to believe His teach
ings to be saved! No wonder the Greeks
stumbled at such foolishness, and the proud
Jew scoffed at the claims of Christ and His
disciples. There is nothing enticing about
Christianity to the proud onlooker. Man
must be spiritual to appreciate the beauties
of the Christian religion. Sorrow brings
the soul into the realm of the real. It is
in sorrow, as in the night, that we see the
stars of hope. The cross is our need.
Christ becomes more our brother because
2
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He wore the crown of thorns. The Gen
tiles are making the same mistake as the
Jews; they are rejecting the Man of Sor
rows ; they deny the vicarious suffering and
death of Jesus Christ; and in so doing they
deny the Lord that bought them. The
modern Church would make religion at
tractive to the senses of the natural man,
and would speak only and always of the
sunny side of the Christian religion, for
getting tliat what is bright in Christianity
comes from the cross. The Church would
leave out unpalatable truth. Man has
enough sorrow, let the Church bring him
pleasure. She would offer only pleasure to
his already satiated heart. How false, how
weak are these attempts to heal the souls
of men I Which is the true Christ? Which
is the Christ that the world needs? The
one in Herod's hall robed in scarlet, with
a reed in his hand for a scepter, or Christ
on the cross rejected of men ? Let us not
try to dress up Christianity, for it is glori-
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oua in ita nudity. Give it to men aa He
gave it; and then if they reject it, let them
do so because they dare not follow, and not
because it has been misrepresented.
Then, again, sorrow as a redemptive
power is recognized in classic literature.
"No human being can be trained without
blows," says a line in Neander. The chorus
in .flischylus's "Agamemnon" gives voice to
it. "For Zeus leads us to wisdom, and
sanctifies the law that suffering is our
teacher." Men look upon suffering as
something to be avoided. Christianity, giv
ing bold expression to what other philos
ophies only dare hint at, tells us that "tribu
lation or conflict is the underlying law of
the universethat Christ Himself was
"made perfect through suffering." Suffer
ing, then, is needed to bring to exalted
character.

Sorrow has no inherent power

to give beauty to character; but "sorrow,
wielded by the Holy Ghost, is ever an in-
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•trument potential to jive beauty, to give
value, to give efficiency to character."
Suffering, then, is needed in human life.
It is a strange philosophy, and only the
All-wise Father could reveal it to us. Think
for a moment of what this world would be
without suffering. There will come a time
when all sorrow and sighing will flee away,
but under the present state of affairs sor
row is needed to soften the hearts of men,
to make them tender and sympathetic.
Pleasure makes man cold and cruel. Self
ishness makes man hard-hearted. F. W.
Robertson says: "If a man wants to have
a thoroughly hard and calloused heart, we
can tell him of no way more sure than this:
Let him become familiar with the distresses
of his fellow-men and do nothing to relieve
them; let him read of pauper misery, and
content himself with theorizing about im
providence of the poor; let him listen to ap
peals from the pulpit which attempt to move
his charity, and pass the plate without a
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sacrifice,—we will promise him his sensi
bilities shall soon be beyond the power of
wounding; he shall have a heart as cold and
as dead as if he had been born without hu
man sympathies."
It is hard to tell what this world would
come to but for the national calamities
which break up the fountains of men's
hearts, and for a moment make tender the
selfish heart and stop the deadening proc
ess. Without the showers, the earth cracks
and breaks. What the showers arc to the
thirsty earth, that sorrow is to the human
heart What selfish worldlings have been
transformed into ministering angels by the
transforming power of sorrow! Tears are
the soul's sanitary flow. It was sorrow that
refined your nature and turned your
thoughts God ward.
The world would
soon perish in the heated furnace of its own
lust but for the sorrow that attends its
pathway. No true philosophy of life will
sneer at the doctrine of suffering. During
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sorrow's passing it is grievous, but it workctli the "peaceable fruits of righteousness
to them that arc exercised thereby." It
cools the fevered heart and refines the na
ture, and at the same time stirs the profoundest depths of the soul. The living
poet is he who knows how to reach these
depths. "Evangeline" and "Enoch Arden"
will always be read because they move the
tender feelings of the heart. Men are
powerfully moved while gazing on the pic
ture of the crucifixion of Christ. So God
sent His Son to die that His agony and
death might move the heart of man. It
needed just such suffering to reach men.
Ik-neath the shadow of the cross selfishness
dies, the cruel

become tender, sin

cleansed, and broken hearts are healed.
" Bane and blessing, pain and pleasure
By the cross are sanctified;
Peace is there that knows no measure,
Joys that through all time abide."

is

II.

TEMPTATIONS.
"FOR

in that He Himself hath suffered

being tempted, He is able to succor them -yA/ [ ^
that are tempted." He suffered being
tempted. Christ's life of suffering began
in the wilderness, where He was tempted of
the devil. Mental anguish is greater than
physical pain. Mental and physical suffer
ing were combined in the forty days' trial
in the wilderness. We know nothing of the
many temptations that came to the Master,
but we know that "He was tempted in all
points like as we are, yet without sin." But
His temptations went infinitely beyond ours.
We are tempted on the human plane, but
He was tempted on the Divine. (The higher
the plane we live on, the fiercer and more
subtle will be the temptations. J Christ lived
*3
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on the highest plane of the holy life, hence
we shall expect His temptations to be of no
light character. ) Satan had to offer Him
the kingdoms of the world as a bribe to
worship him. He need offer us only an
insignificant trifle, and we will bow down
readily and do him homage.
There are three scenes in the life of
Christ where we see Him "suffering being
tempted,"—the Wilderness, the Garden, the
Cross. "Many other were the occasions,"
says St Bonaventura, "on which He en
dured temptations." St Luke tells us that
when the tempter left it was "for a season."
There is no doubt that the three years of
our Lord's ministry were full of these con
flicts with Satan. We do not often think
of the Gethsemane scene and the cross as
scenes of temptation, but such they cer
tainly were. We are told that He was "led
up of the spirit into the wilderness to be
tempted of the devil." Mark more forcibly
says, "He was driven." He who taught
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His disciples to pray, "Lead us not into
temptation, but deliver us from evil," was
Himself reluctant to enter into these spirit
ual conflicts with the prince of the power
of the air. He did not rush to the conflict.
He was driven. "He was in the wilderness
forty days." He was alone amidst the arid,
barren rocks of the desert. The soul docs
not feel the presence of God in these hours
of fierce temptation; hence I have said He
was alone. The hour of temptation is the
soul's lonely hour. The soul of the Master
was in fitting harmony with the desolate
surroundings. Temptation throws a deeper
gloom over the already dismal solitude.
The wild beasts were His companions. His
loneliness must have been intense; for He
was not raised, like His illustrious fore
runner, in the wilderness, but had lived with
His parents in the peaceful home of Naza
reth. The desolate wilderness is a fitting
place for the first great soul struggle. The
holy soul will know no greater suffering

26
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than these soul conflicts with the prince of
the power of the air. Thoughts of evil to
the pure mind are pangs of pain, and, at
times, anguish almost unbearable.
To
doubt your own consciousness; to have it
suggested for one moment that you are not
wliat you feel yourself to be; to be forced
back upon your own mind for an answer
to the deeper questions of life, and those
questions put by an insinuating foe; to have
it said, "If Thou be the Son of God," after
a voice from heaven has said, "This is My
beloved Son in whom I am well pleased;"
to doubt that voice for a single moment,—
that is suffering indeed. To feel for a mo
ment that the noble visions of a lifetime
are untrue, mere phantoms of a disordered
brain, delusions of an excited mind; to hear
a voice saying, and seemingly from thy own
heart, "Thy claims are presumptuous;" to
believe for one moment that the true is false
and the false true,—this is suffering indeed.
To have the pow»r of self-vindication, and
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to be tempted to use it, and still bear hu
miliation in the presence of a haughty foe,—
is this not suffering? Such was the temp
tation of Christ in the wilderness. At the
suggestion of another mind He doubted His
own mind. Another voice made Him doubt
the true voice within. (There is no greater
pain to the earnest heart than that which
pomes through doubt. ) Let us not think the
temptation in the wilderness a mere alle
gory, a passing phantom, but a real conflict,
sharp and severe, between the Son of man
and the power of darkness. Whatever its
internal nature might have been—and it
would be "superfluous and irreverent" to
enter into that—we know that it was fierce
and full of anguish. He was weakened by
the long fast and the conflict, and it took
angels to strengthen Him. He left the foe
vanquished, and came forth triumphant.
" *T is one thing to be tempted, Eacalus,
Another thing to fall."

28
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His second great hour of temptation was
in the garden of Gethsemane. "A grief
beyond darkness, a giddiness and stupe
faction of the soul, overmastered Him as
with the sinking swoon of an anticipated
death." "My soul," He said, "is full of
anguish, even unto death; stay here and
keep watch." There is evidence of great
mental anguish in those soul-stirring words,
"Father, if it be possible, let this cup pass
from Me." Satan confronts Him again be- •
fore He drinks the fatal cup. Must He
needs go to the cross? Is there no other
way to please the Father? Has He not
made a mistake in being too strict and over
bearing with His enemies ? Did Satan sug
gest that He had brought the cross upon
Himself by His own presumptuous claims?
Was He, after all, the Son of God ? Fail
ure, like black night, had settled about Flis
soul. Men have not believed Him. Judas
has betrayed Him, and the disciples sleep
yonder in the shades of night. We do not

v\»
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hear the tempter's voice, but (ths blooddrops on His brow tell of his presence.) He
"suffered being tempted." He "came unto
this hour," and in accepting the cup as the
price He must pay to redeem the world,
He conquered the powers of darkness and
came forth from the garden serene, calm,
and majestic, to meet the Judas mob, to
pass on to judgment, to ridicule and mock
ery and deeper humiliation, and thence to
the torturing cross, where once more the
oft-defeated foe, (this time through human
lips, meets Him with the same temptation
a s in the wilderness: "If Thou be the S o n , ?
of God, come down from the cross." The
ground of Christ's greatest temptations was
His Sonship. Satan has ever tried to get
the Church to doubt the Divinity of our
Lord. Satan offered Him worlds to deny
this, and still offers the Church the king
doms if she will deny it. "Beloved, think
it not strange concerning the fiery trial

;
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which is to try you, as though some strange
thing happened unto you."
( Temptations will be the lot of the Chris
tian through all his pilgrim days. And the
more Christlike he becomes, the more subtle
will be the attempts of Satan to overthrow
his faith. ) Canon Farrar says: "There are
few passages in the 'Pilgrim's Progress'
more powerful, or more suggestive of pro
found acquaintance with the mysteries of
the human heart, than that in which Chris
tian in the Valley of the Shadow of Death
finds his mind filled with revolting images
and blaspheming words, which have indeed
been but whispered in his ear beyond his
own powers of rejection, by an evil spirit,
but which, in his dire bewilderment, he can
not distinguish or disentagle from thoughts
which are his own, and to which his will
consents." We, too, must suffer being
tempted; for he has entered very little into
the Christlike life who has not had his dark
hours of temptation. "We wrestle not
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against flesh and blood, but against princi
palities, against powers, against the rulers
of the darkness of this world, against spir
itual wickedness in high places." Fenelon
says: "Our life is a continual combat, but
one in which Jesus Christ fights for us.
We must pass on unmoved while tempta
tions rage around us, as a traveler, over
taken by a storm, simply wraps his cloak
more closely about him, and pushes on more
vigorously toward his destined home."
" When the pangs of trial seize us,
When the waves of sorrow roll,
I will lay my head on Jesus,
Pillow of the troubled soul.
Surely none can feel like Thee,
Weeping One of Bethany."

1' f

III.

LONELINESS.

'•

THEN , there is a cause for Christ's sor
row in the loneliness He felt. F. W. Rob
ertson says, "There are two kinds of soli
tude; the first consisting of insulation in
space; the other of isolation of spirit." It
was the isolation of spirit that caused Christ
to sorrow. He was alone in His own world.
"He came unto His own, and His own received Him not" Crowds were about Him
by day; but who has not felt alone in the
crowd? The prophet said of Him, "I have, r^
trodden the wine-press alone; and of the
people there was none with Me." He was
lofty in ideal, and those about Him could
not understand One who served the "abso
lute righteousness." Christ felt this isola
tion of spirit most keenly. There is a pa3*
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thetic touch in one of the Gospels which
gives us a little glimpse into this loneliness
of Christ. When He had fed the people
on the hillside, the record says, "And every
man went to his own house, and Jesus went
to the Mount of Olives." Christ said to
His disciples, "Behold, the hour cometh,
yea, is now come, that ye shall be scattered,
every man to his own, and shall leave Me 'Jr \ > ,
alone; and yet I am not alone, because the
Father is with Me." Such loneliness is the
cause for the deepest grief. He sought
comfort on the lonely mountain, in the deep
ening shades of night, with His Father, be
cause He had not been able to find it among
men. The Christ spirit, if it be in us, will
find the fellowship of men inadequate, and
we shall often seek the closet to hold com
munion with the Father. The soul has not
entered very far into the Christ-life that
finds even the fellowship of the loftiest
spirits sufficient for its deepest needs.
Christ's ideals were too lofty, His "abso-

?
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lute righteousness" was too high, His soul
too keenly sensitive to wrong, to find fel
lowship with the race He came to save and
lift up. He took two disciples into the
garden because He felt the need of sympathy, but they could not watch with Him
one little hour. He said, "My soul is ex
ceeding sorrowful." Too elevated in His
character to find soul-fellowship among
men; yet this very excellence of character
made Him feel the need of the fellowship
which the world could not supply.
Others who have approached the Son of
man in this loftiness of ideal have felt this
loneliness of soul, this isolation of their
spirits. Jacob at Bethel; Elijah in the wil
derness crying out, "I, only I, am left of

^
j

all the prophetsand that still deeper cry
of the lonely soul, "Let me die;" John the
Baptist with the chilling doubt, "Is tins the
Christ, or shall we look for another ?" Paul
in the Roman prison, saying, "At my first
V
answer no man stood with me, but all men •'

^
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forsook me; I pray God that it may not be
laid to their chargeLuther at the Diet of
Worms and in the Wartburg castle; Tyndale in the prison at Antwerp, calling for
his cloak and books to comfort him,—all
lofty spirits among men; all men who have
stepped forward in the attainment of the
ideal; all truly great spirits who have been
in the advance of their age, have felt this
awful chill of isolation when they have felt
themselves to be separated from their fel
low-men.

If you ascend into the realms of

lofty purposes and holy ideals you must
expect to be alone at times.

Men can not

sympathize with you, and it need not sur
prise you if they mock your sadness and
laugh at your lonely melancholy.

They

know nothing of its cause, and neither can
they know until they stand with you in the
universe of your thought.

Remember, this

is not sordid-mindedness nor sanctimonious
ness that I am talking about—this, too, will
separate you from your fellow-men—but
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real loftiness of mind and heart. Job's
friends could not sympathize with him in
affliction because they knew not the purity
of his soul. Do not be discouraged when
men do not sympathize with you in your
high-born principles, for they can not sym
pathize unless they are tuned to the same
pitch. Men who have not entered your
thought or soul universe can not sympathize
or symphonize with you. Do not turn from
men because you have taken a step in the
advance, but wait for them; they, too, will
follow on to know the Lord, and some day
be numbered among "the spirits of just men
made perfect." Let us not grow contempt
uous of men in our loneliness. Let us turn
to the Father. He knows. You have the
Elder Brother, and He knows. The soul
grows sweet in communion with the Father.
In the lonely hour, when we feel that men
do not understand us, let us, like Christ,
commune with God and find comfort and
fellowship.
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Then He was lonely in His dying hour.
On the Cross He found absolute isolation
of His spirit. We must leave Him here,
for we can not follow Him now. We can
not know such loneliness as Christ felt
when on the cross He cried out in soul
agony, "My God, My God, why hast Thou -j • •
forsaken Me?" To the loneliness of being
rejected of men, His disciples having for
saken Him in this trying hour, He now feels
the loneliness of being forsaken of God, to
whom He had always been able to turn
and find comfort. We can not conceive of
a spirit absolutely alone. But such was the
loneliness of Christ in the closing hour;
such was the culmination of His sorrows.
We bow reverently before this abject Suf
ferer, and "crown Him Lord of all." )
Can we stand it to be alone? Dare we
join the small minority, and, like Daniel,
"dare to stand alone?" Dare we climb alone
the Alpine heights of the consecrated life?
Are we willing to serve our God when duty
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calls us to stand alone in our community or
Church for a holier life and a loftier vision
of God? Dare we hold opinions that are
not accepted by the crowd, and seek ideals
which must of necessity lessen our friend
ships and make us lonely souls ? God grant
that we may have grace to be alone when
duty calls us to this soul wilderness? We
need not seek the cloister or the hermit's
cell, for there is a deeper solitude than the
hermit's; it is this: to live out the Christ
like life among men who have not yet left
the carnal life; to walk in the spirit while
your fellows walk in the flesh. This is soul
loneliness, and such was Christ's in an in
finite degree. This loneliness did not sepa
rate Christ from men. He never was so far
from them that He could not touch their
wounded hearts and heal them. ''If He spent
the night on the mountain with the Father,
He spent the day in the valleys casting out
devils and going about doing good to the
bodies and souls of men. His loneliness
drove Him to communion with the Father,
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and this communion made Him the helper
and healer of mankind. There are two
things absolutely essential to a well-balanced
Christian life: nights of prayer and days
of activity. If we turn to prayer alone, we
lose touch with our fellow-men; and if we
turn to help men alone, we lose touch with
God. Both are fatal to the highest useful
ness in the world. Inactivity among men,
and lack of communion with God, both
breed doubt in the soul. True piety, lofty
ideals, and nobleness of mind will make the
soul lonely at times, but will not separate
us from our fellow-men, but rather fit us
to the better help them. "If I be lifted up,
in this isolation of spirit, I will draw all
men unto Me."
" Out of the depths to Thee I cry,
Whose fainting footsteps trod
The paths of our humanity,
Incarnate Son of God.
Let faith transcend the passing hour,
The transient pain and strife,
Upraised by an immortal power,—
The power of endless life."

IV.

DEATH.
"BUT WC see Jesus, who was made a
little lower than the angels for the suffering
of death, crowned with glory and honor;
that He by the grace of God should taste
death for every man." In the Christian
system death is considered an abnormal
thing in human life. It is the result of sin,
and a penalty imposed upon man for his dis
obedience to the commands of God. "The
^ \ ' wages of sin is death." Death is the last
enemy to be conquered. The Christian has
rV
no reason to fear what is beyond death, but
he has reason to hate death because God
hates it. Christ, who is the True Life, hated
death, as light despises darkness and holi
ness hates sin. His "soul was exceedingly
sorrowful even unto death," It is true,\r«\
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"He became obedient unto death, even the pt'1
death of the cross," but He shuddered at
the thought of yielding up His life even for
one brief moment to the embrace of the foul
enemy. "Who in the days of His flesh,
when He had offered up prayers and suppli
cations with strong cryings and tears unto
Him that was able to save Him from death,
and was heard in that He feared." We
know that there arc many ingenious inter
pretations of this text, but will let it stand
as written by the inspired author. We know
that Christ looked in compassion on a world
in a state of death, and as a representative
of that race "who through fear of death
were all their lifetime subject to bondage,"
t in order that He might "deliver them,"
"tasted death for every man." He offered
strong cryings to God to deliver the human
race represented in Him, the Incarnate Son
of God, from death, by strengthening Him
to bear death and enabling Him to "destroy
the power of death which is the devil."

S;
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The death on the cross is more than
physical suffering. Physical suffering there
was in infinite degree. Weakened by what
He had already endured, He sinks be
neath the cross He was compelled to carry.
He must have reached the cross in a state
of mental and physical exhaustion. On the
cross a thousand lacerated nerves send a
thousand thrills of agony into His weary
brain. He refuses the powerful opiate of
fered to criminals in the hour of crucifixion
to deaden the nerves and dull the senses, in
order that He might taste the fullest agony
and defeat the last enemy by robbing him of
one little cause to boast Almost anything
that can bring pain is endured on the cross,
—"dizziness, cramp, thirst, starvation, sleep
lessness, publicity of shame, long continu
ance of torment, horror of anticipation,
mortification of untended wounds," agony
upon agony, and pain upon pain. He had
a highly sensitive soul, and this added to His
suffering. Every nerve carried its weight
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of agony, and every throb its full measure
of pain. He bore it all in patience, and only
once gave voice to His sufferings when He
said, "I thirst." There is no physical tor
ture greater than the torture of the cross.
No pain, no agony, no distress of mind or
body, was missing in the physical suffering
on the cross.
But there is more than physical suffering
on the cross. They who claim—and there
are many who do so—that Christ merely
suffered physical death err greatly. There
was the pain of isolation. In the death of
Christ we have pain in extreme measure,—
fearful mental anguish, indescribable soul
travail, dreadful isolation, the pain of unre
quited love, suffering of strong temptations,
and an agony unknown to mortal man of
bearing the sins of the whole world. "His
death was more than the tearing apart of
body and soul; His death had in its experi
ence the extreme ethical content of personal
isolation."

None can tell what pain He
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bore in that moment when He cried out,
"My God, My God, why hast Thou forsaken
Me ?" The death of Christ "must be made
a boundless agony in the experience of God
Himself."
There were strong convulsions of nature
at the dying hour. Rocks were rent
asunder, darkness covered the earth as at
midnight, graves were opened as though
nature tried to share in the sufferings of its
Lord and Creator.
But the fathomless pains of death were
not reached by the suffering Savior in the
hour of isolation. It is not physical death,
not death in isolation, but death tasted for
every man, that makes up the real agony of
Christ It is this fact, so often denied to-day
—the atoning, sacrificial death of Christ—
that makes the cross the eternal hope of the
fallen race. It is not Christ suffering in
Himself, but Christ suffering for others—
the Righteous for the unrighteous, the Inno
cent for the guilty. He is representative in
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His death, and takes upon Himself in some
mysterious way the sins and sin penalties
of the whole human race. "It was a weight
of woe more than all worlds could bear."
He was a "Lamb led to the slaughter."
"He bore our sins on the tree." There is
infinitely more on Calvary than a Being suf
fering dissolution of body and soul. Christ
suffered the death that is the "wages of sin,"
the death that has a sting in it, the temporal
and eternal death that was the lot of con
demned mankind. He tasted the "second
death." In the Garden, "He appears to be
under the most fearful apprehension of
death but the cup was drained on Calvary,
and it was on the cross that He cried, "It
is finished."
O yes, the death of Christ is
more than the death of a martyr, as some
would have us believe; it is the death of the
cross, an atoning death. Christ signified on
several occasions what death He should die.
"If I be lifted up from the earth, I will^draw all men unto Me." This spake He,
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signifying what death He should die. The
Lamb "was slain" that He might "bring
many sons to glory." "God hath raised
Him up, having loosed the pains of death,
because it was not possible that He should
be holden of it." Physical death freed Him
from physical suffering, but the resurrection
alone could loose Him from the "pains of
death." The prophet says, "He poured out
His soul unto death." Did He "descend into
hell," and taste the woe of the damned?
Did He suffer the "pains of death" during
the three days His body lay in the tomb?
Did He Himself suffer the "second death"
in order to deliver those who put their trust
in Him? It is not wise to speculate on mat
ters where so little is written; it is enough
to know that whatever suffering was needed
to redeem the fallen race, that Christ en
dured. Christ not only suffered death, but,
in His death, death is "swallowed up in vic
tory," and since He died it has been made
possible for the redeemed to pass into etei
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nal bliss without passing through the second
death.1 God, through Christ alone, can wipe
away all tears from our eyes, and it is
through His eternal merits that there shall
"be no more death." It is only when we
have risen with Christ that we are "loosed
from the pains of death." "Finished was
His holy life; with His life, His struggle;
with His struggle, His work; with His
work, the redemption; with the redemption,
the foundation of the new world."
" From Calvary a cry was heard,
A bitter and heartrending cry;
My Savior! every mournful word
Bespeaks Thy soul's deep agony.
Ford, on Thy cross I fix mine eye:
If e'er I lose its strong control,
O let that dying, piercing cry,
Melt and reclaim my wandering soul!"

V.

HIS DISCIPLES.
T he Master on his way to the cross said,
"If they have done these things in a green
tree, what shall be done in the dry?" It
was not possible for the disciples to escape
tl.e malice and hatred of the men who had
hungered for the death of Christ. They
were to be sufferers too. They were soon
to feel the cruel hand of persecution. He
had told them that they might look for trib
ulation in this world. His own example of
suffering had taught them what they might
expect if they followed Him. Soon after
Pentecost, when the popular enthusiasm had
died down, Peter was cast into prison.
Stephen soon led the martyr hosts through
the gates of suffering into the kingdom of
God, and the disciples were scattered every48
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where. James was killed with the sword.
These are only glimpses into the sufferings
of the early disciples. Many of their suf
ferings are not recorded. Many an illustri
ous sufferer has suffered alone, and his
name has not been recorded among the
noble army of martyrs. God has not for
gotten them, and they wait beneath the altar
until the day of God's vengeance. But Paul
was the great sufferer of the early Church.
We have often thought of Paul as a great
preacher and missionary, as a great thinker
and writer; but it does not always occur
to us that he was a great sufferer as well,
and that he was called to suffer as well as
called to preach. Suffering was as much a
part of his mission as his preaching. In
Paul's suffering we see the force of Chris
tianity, as in his teaching we see its phi
losophy and plan of redemption. Paul rec
ognized this, for he said, "For this cause I
obtained mercy, that in me as chief might
Jesus Christ show forth all His longsuffer4
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ing for an example of them who should
hereafter believe on Him to everlasting
life." It is Paul's great dictum that "all
who will live godly in Christ Jesus shall
suffer persecution." There is a sense in
which Paul was a chosen sufferer. He was
to suffer not merely as a consequence of his
faith in Jesus Christ and because he es
poused an unpopular cause, but as an ex
ample for the Church of Jesus Christ in all
ages yet to be. He was to be an embodi
ment of the truth that underlies the uni
verse : suffering is essential to the perfection
of our being. Paul saw that his sufferings
had a vicarious relation. Hear what he says
to the Colossian Church: "Whereof I Paul
am made a minister; who now rejoice in my
sufferings for you, and fill up that which is
behind of the afflictions of Christ in my flesh
for His body's sake, which is the Church."
Indeed Christ liad said to him at his conver
sion. "I will show you how great things
)ou shall suffer for My name's sake and the
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Gospel." Paul felt that in his sufferings
life came to the Church, for he said, "Death
workcth in us, but life in you."
I'aul was not an ordinary sufferer even
in those days of cruel persecution. It was
not with Paul as with many who have suf
fered for righteousness' sake a few days of
anguish, ending in sharp agony, but a life
of almost ceaseless pain. "I die daily." He
said to those who denied the resurrection.
"Why stand we in jeopardy every hour?"
His was a life of continued and manifold
suffering. His bodily persecutions were se
vere and painful. He was beaten, stoned,
scourged, imprisoned, robbed, shipwrecked,
and torn by fierce mobs. His privations
were severe. He said, "Unto this present
hour we both hunger and thirst, and arc
naked, and are buffeted, and have no certain
dwelling place." He was often in "afflic
tions, in necessities, in distresses.' Then
he suffered great anguish of mind for the
Church of Christ. He was indeed, like his
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Matter, a man of great torrow. "At sor
rowful" he walked among the Churches, be
holding their divisions and strifes. To the
Romans he writes: "I say the truth in
Christ, I lie not, my conscience also bearing
me witness in the Holy Ghost, that I have
great heaviness and continual sorrow in my
heart" To the Corinthian Church he
writes, "Hut I determined this within my
self, that I would not come again to you in
heaviness." To the Philippians he said,
"God had mercy upon me also, lest I should
have sorrow upon sorrow." There was a
deep pathos in Paul's life, a deep undertone
of sorrow for the world's sins and sorrows.
He served "the Lord with all humility of
mind, and with many tears, and tempta
tions." He warned "every one night and
day with tears." His sufferings deepened
as he pressed toward the mark. There is
deep pathos in the closing scenes of his life.
The shadows deepen, and dark, foreboding
storms fill the air. An old, gray-haired man.
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shivering in his cell, forsaken of men and
despised by his enemies, he awaits the final
stroke that is to end his mortal anguish and
put to rest his sorrowing heart forever. A
life of sorrow had tempered this last hour,
and he looks forward with joy to his departurc from a world where he had known
only hufTctings and tumults. "No car of
victory carried him; he trod the causewayed
road with wayworn foot No medals or
ornaments adorned his person; a chain of
iron dangled from his wrist No applaud
ing crowds welcomed his approach; a few
humble friends formed all his escort Yet
never did a more conquering footstep fall
on the pavement of Rome, or a heart more
confident of victory pass beneath her gates.'
Paul, not only by his teaching and heroic
labors, has endeared himself to the heart of
the Christian Church, but by his noble suf
fering he has encouraged every soul who
in subsequent ages has been called upon to
suffer for Christ's sake. He has said to
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every Christian, "Endure hardness as a good
soldier of Jesus Christ"
Caul looked upon trial and suffering as
a true philosopher. There is no difficulty
in finding Paul's meaning for suffering. Me
bore it all, and would have the Church
l»ear it in the spirit of the cross. The thorn
in the flesh is to keep him humble. His
strength is made perfect in weakness.
"Most gladly will I glory in my infirmities,
that the power of Christ may rest on me."
And for this reason he takes "pleasure in
his infirmities, in reproaches, in necessities,
in persecutions, in distresses for Christ's
sake." These trials ami sufferings, these
persecutions and hardships: what arc they ?
Blessings in disguise? Yes, more than
blessings: they are the necessary discipline
of the Christian character. Like Christ we
must "learn odcdiencc by the things we
suffer." "We glory in tribulation also."
Why, Paul? Because "tribulation worketh
patience; and patience, experience; and ex-
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pcricnce, hope." And again he tells us that
"these light afflictions work out a far more
exceeding and eternal weight of glory."
How, Paul? "Whilst we look not at the
things which arc temporal, hut at the things
which arc spiritual." Paul does not ask for
an explanation of the dark problems of the
universe. The "mystery which has been
hidden for ages has been revealed to him."
The cross solves everything for Paul. At
the resurrection all rights will be given,
looking forward to that day he said, "I
have not suffered and labored in vain." He
said, "Go on, Christian brethren: be stead
fast, unmovablc, always abounding in the
work of the Lord, forasmuch as ye know
your labor is not in vain in the Lxwd." No
Christian need ask for an explanation of his
losses and sufferings for Christ's sake. No
one has suffered more for the Gospel's sake,
no one has given up more for his Lord, and
no one has given a better and a more satis
factory solution of the great problem as to
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why the righteous suffer and the wicked
seem to pro*per. Christ has nowhere prom
ised to reward honesty ami truthfulness and
fidelity to conscience with temporary re
ward, but lie has said that our "sorrow shall
be turned into joy." "Lay up for yourselves
treasures in heaven." This Is not easy in a
world where men are pulling down their
"barns to build greater," and the rich man
is feeding "sumptuously every day." There
will come dark days when the sincere Chris
tian will ask, "Why can I not have these
earthly comforts and pleasures ?' You can,
if you will pay the price for them that other
men pay. But are you willing to pay that
price? These comforts and pleasures are
bought at a fearful cost Consider what
men pay for them, and cease your murmur
ing at the cross you are called to bear.
There is more joy now in your sufferings
than in their pleasures. Is it nothing to be
"rich toward Cod?" Is it nothing to have
a "conscience void of offenseT And, then.
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what if you arc called to auffcr pain for
Him, will not that pain be tweet in compan
ion to the torture* of remorte tlat would
come if you denied Him? Will not reign
ing with Him be full compensation for hav
ing suffered with Him? You are to take
up your cross and follow Him, and doubt
less there will be severe trial* of your faith;
many dark and stormy days; many side
glances from the world; many misunder
standing* of your conduct; and many fur
naces to test your fidelity. You will stand
and gaxc into the black heavens, ami seek
in vain for light You will cry for "thi*
cup to pass from you," and be alone in your
Gcthsemancs while your friend* are either
too weary or too indifferent to sympathise
with you. You will shrink in this loneliness
and tremble in the dark, but the struggle
will bring strength from above, and you will
know God better. In every victory in trial
there comes a deeper knowledge of God.
If we do not see God, we feel Him nearer
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in the storm. In the bearing of the cross,
Christ conies very near. In the trial, earthly
things fade ami eternal things grow more
distinct and real. Let us remember, when
the trial is fierce and sorrow like a garment
covers us, tliat "the servant is not greater
than his Lord," and as He is in this world
so arc we, "a man of sorrows and ac
quainted with grief." Every trial gives effi
ciency to character. The victory in the
garden strengthened the Christ for the trial
in the judgment hall and the more awful
ordeal on Calvary. The trial leaves the soul
richer in sympathy and purer in thought
ami loftier in ideal. This is the lesson that
is to be learned by all Christ's disciples: that
we can not pass into exalted character with
out going over the brow of Calvary. All
who hare ever attained saintship have
passed that way. Character is forged in the
furnace of affliction. The image of God is
made on the anvil of suffering. "In the
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midst of our tribulations, brothers, by the
help of God, let us do our best."
•' When I survey lite wondrous cross
On which the Prince of glory died.
My richest gain I count but loss.
And pour contempt on all my pride."

VI.

T H E REFORMERS.
~T»t« world it to he redeemed finally
by the labor* and religion of men, whore
day* are day* of *adnc*a, protect, and M e 
tering. and whoa* hour* of triumph ami
, exaltation are few and far between." I.ike
the Swi*a hero who gathered the pike* of
the enemy ami plunged them into hi* own
hoaom to make way for the oncoming pairk**, to these Reformer* who receive the
and aneer* ami bitter hatred* and
cruel wuurging* of the enemy, prepare the
way for the *on* of liberty and give larger
freedom to the Church of ChrUt A few of
them have escaped physical death and bodily
torture, but none of them have escaped
thru* mental agonic* and *oul tempest*
which attend open confiicta with the prince
of duluet*
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It b uid that the Puritan* read two
books, the Bible and Pox's "Book of Mar
tyrs," It strengthens the soul to know how
others have stood for the truth in the face
of cruel torture ami ignominious death.
The Reformer of the Church Is always a
man of sorrow. He ha* hour* of popular
ity ami favor with the people, but few have
died in peace ami honor. It can be said of
the Church in all age*. "Ye have slam the
prophets." He that is born after the flesh
persecuted him that I* bom after the Spirit.
Abel, the first prophet, is slain by hi* angry
brother Cain: Joseph is sold into slavery
by his jealous brethren; David is pursued
by Saul and AbaaJom his son; Elijah Dee*
before Ahab and Jesebel: Daniel is plotted
against, and cast into the lion's den; Jere
miah b cast into the miry pit and aktmtf
starve* to death; Isaiah b probably sasm
asunder: llaman plots against Moedeosi.
John the Baptist, the last of these prophets,
b beheaded "It b the fate of prophet* to
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be stoned. The expounders of unpalatable
truth ever have been martyrs in some form
or other." Polycarp, the early Christian
Father, who had known the Apostle John,
was cruelly put to death in the market place.
Fox says, "It was observed by the specta
tors, that, after finishing his prayer at the
stake, the dames, on their kindling the fagots,
encircled his body like an arch, without
touching his body, and the executioner, on
seeing this, was ordered to pierce him with
a sword, when so great a quantity of blood
dowed out as extinguished the fire."
The bishops of the early Church came
to their office expecting death, and they
were seldom disappointed in those days of
cruel persecution under the pagan emperors.
Chrysostom, the golden-mouthed, so named
because of his eloquence, was banished to
"a remote and desolate city amid the ridges
of Mount Taurus; but a fresh order doomed
him to a still more dreary solitude on the
utmost confines of the Euxine, and, worn
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out with disease, labors, and austerities, he
died, near the place where Henry Martin
died, in his sixtieth year." Thus died the
"greatest pulpit orator of Christian an
tiquity." Ambrose, Bishop of Milan, is
threatened with death in his own cathedral.
Thomas h Becket, Archbishop of Canter
bury, is murdered by assassins at the altar
of the cathedral at the instigation of Henry
II. He "bent his neck to the assassin," ex
claiming, "I am prqwred to die for Christ
and His Church." After a stormy life,
Wyclif died in peace in his own parish; his
ashes were afterward exhumed and scat
tered to the winds. Huss and Jerome did
at the stake. Savonarola, the Florentine
monk, the first of those intrepid Reformers
who attacked the corruptions of the papal
Church, did not escape the doom of the Re
former. For awhile he carried all before
him. He thundered from his throne in the
Duomo against the corruptions of Alex
ander VI and the papal court. It was one
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man against the world. For a short time
this bold monk ruled the world, but only
(or a short time. He could not escape. At
first, as the result of bodily agony, he re
cants . but he rallies again, and remains firm
to the awful end. No Reformer seems to
hare suffered such bodily tortures. "For
a whole month his torments were continu
ous. In one day he was drawn up by a
rope fourteen times, and then suddenly
dropped, until all his muscles quivered with
anguish." He implored his tormentors to
take his life, exclaiming. "Take, O take my
life." He submitted his neck to the hang
man in the forty-fifth year of his life, be
cause he had preached against sin. Knox,
"the bravest of all Scotchmen, bared his
breast to the battle; had to row in French
galleys, wander forlorn in exile, in clouds
and storms; was censured; shot at through
his windows; had a right sore fighting life."
Cranmer. Iatimer, and Ridley, all died at the
stake, lighting fires that all the "cardinals
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of Rome could not extinguish." Luther,
who, like Wyclif, Calvin, Zwingli, Fsrel.
(Kcolampadius, Melanchthon, escaped mar
tyrdom, wax nevertheless a man of great
suffering. Volumes might be written on
the sufferings of these Reformers. Luther
was the most haled man of his age. Ills
enemies were seeking his death night and
day, and, like Paul, he was "in deaths oft."
He endured untokl mental anguish, and suf
fered tormenting fears. He expressed him
self often as weary of life. He was tired
of the bitter assaults of his enemies and of
the strifes and divisions of the reformed
faith. He was hated by friends and foes
of the Reformation. Carlyle describes
Kranach's portrait of Luther in the follow
ing vivid language: "A rude plebeian face;
with its huge, crag-like brows and bones,
the emblem of rugged energy; at first, al
most a repulsive face. Yet. in the eyes
especially, there is a wild, silent sorrow; an
unnamabte melancholy, the elements of all
S
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gentle and fine affections; giving to the re«t
the true stamp of nobleness. Laughter was
in this Luther, as wc said; but tears also
were there. Tears also were appointed him;
tears and hard toil. The basis of his life
was sadness, earnestness. In his latter days,
after all his triumphs and victories, he ex
presses himself heartily weary of living; he
considers that God alone can and will regu
late the course things are taking, ami per
haps the judgment-day is not far." So
Christ has lived and suffered again in the
Reformers of the Church. They, like Him,
have been men of sorrow and suffering, and
because, like Him, they were free men who
loved righteousness and hated iniquity. All
these men, and many that memory fails to
recall, wore the crown of thorns, stood in
Pilate's judgment hall, were smitten and
spit upon, condemned, crucified, and buried;
but they have risen again in the larger life
of the Church and the greater freedoms of
the world. With their Master they reign,
and are alive for evermore.
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"What gives kome men power beyond
others to move and thrill? It is because
they have ascended the mountains ami gone
down into the valleys of sorrow." "What
is all history but a record of human prog
ress, and suffering in that progress ? Every
footprint of advance is moistened with the
blood and tears of suffering. There Is not
a social uplifting, not a loosening of des
potic bonds, not an advance in moral ami
spiritual being, but is set to the music of
sot row, but is transfigured with the blood
of the martyr."
I have mentioned only the great Re
formers of the Church. There are thou
sands who have borne testimony to the truth
and sealed it with their life's blood, a host
that no man can number. Their names are
written on the Lamb's Book of life. It is
still the fate of the Reformer to suffer. Let
any man attempt to lead the Church to a
purer faith; let him run counter to the cus
toms of his day; let him speak against the
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superstitions in science, philosophy, or re
ligion. and he will (eel that this world I*
not yet ready to walk In the light. Only a
few men dare to do so, and to three men we
owe our liberties. "What shall we have ?"
Mid thoee who flocked to the standard of
Garibaldi when he revoked against despot
ism. "Have? You shall have cold, hunger,
and nakedness; you shall liave long marches
and the terror of night-watches; you shall
have battles and wounds, and disease and
death. You shall have these, but Italy shall
be free." What shall we have if we follow
the Master? "In this world ye shall have
tribulation: but be of good cheer, for I have
overcame the world." "Think it not strange
concerning the fiery trials that are to try you
as though some strange thing happened unto
yon." "The price of brirq; true is the
cross." "Ye have not resisted unto blood
striving against sin." Your trials are light
compared to thousands who have gone be
fore IJH US learn to "endure hardness as

The Reformers. fie
Km*! *oUItcr» of Je»u» Chriat." Let ut join
the rank* of the overcomer*. and win the
plaudit of the Matter: "Well done, good and
faithful nenrant, enter into the Joy of thy

I-ord."
" More (Hon conqueror* at laat
lien tbejr M Ihetr Utalt o'er;
They hare all their
yaurl
Hunger now and thlnt ao a*«*
tie that na the throne rlnth retgn.
Then* the Lamb ahalt alway* M.
With the tree of lite aaataia
To the llrlna fountain* lead.'

VII.

JOY.
Tim Man of Sorrow is the man of Joy.
If there wa* cause for aorrow in the life of
Christ, there was also cauae for the greatest
joy. What greater joy than tliat which
come* from the realisation that we are the
chosen of God I What joy must have filled
Ilia heart when the voice from heaven said,
"This is My beloved Son, in whom I am
well pleased." What must have been His
joy in the consciousness that He was the
Redeemer of the work) I To feel that you
are pleasing an Alt-wise Father; to be con
scious of His approval in all we do; to feel
Him with yon every moment; to have unin
terrupted communion with God, and to be
a co-laborer with Him in the work of re
deeming the world,—this is cause for the
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greatest joy. Such a joy Chriat had. He
who can impart auch joy to Hia follower*
muat Himself have had joy in infinite de
gree. He told Hia diaciplea to rejoice aa
well aa to aorrow. The sorrowing Church la
a joyful aa well aa a Borrowing Church.
This aounda paradoxical. I admit; but Chris
tianity i* itaelf a strange paradox. It ia at
the aame time a religion of tleepesl gloom
and of highest ecstasy. It call* men to death
in order that they might receive life. "Having nothing, we possess all things." "Sor
rowful, yet always rejoicing." The world's
sorrow works death, but no* so the sorrow
that comes through allegiance to Jesus
Chriat In Christianity deepest sorrow is
not inconsistent with the highest joy. GethBcmanc in Christianity anticipate* the glories
of the Ascension. Easter is the fruit of
Good Friday. The Master says to Hi* dis
ciple*. "Ye shall have sorrow, but your sor
row shall be turned into joy." Their sorrow
was to be the occasion of their joy. The
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soul Out it incapable of entering the heartIwcaking shades of tor row it alto incapable
of a trending the heights of ccttatic joy.
Sorrow it inconaiatcnt with what the world
callt happineat—tlvat it, tcnatiotit pleaturc—
liut not with Cltritlian joy. Paul and Silat,
with bleeding hack*, ting ptalmt in the
•lock*. Paul taket pleaturc in hit inlirmiliet. and gioriet in tribulation. Out of your
aorrow, if you torrow with Chriat, your
true joy ahall tpring. Sorrow it the toil
in which joy ft ml* it* greatest fruitage.
Oiritlianity it not a religion of gloom. Far
from it It it the only religion that reache*
the highest note in the scale of ecstatic
being. Christianity, with its midnight on
Cahrary, has its cloudless Easter morn. It
speaks of an "outer darkness;" alto of a
city that needs no light, for the "I-amb is
the light thereof." Its disciples know how
to be abated, and also how to abound. If
they enter the kingdom with scalding tears
of repentance; if they pats through hour*
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of mockery arul ridicule; if they walk the
lonely way of reparation, despised and re
jected by the proud world, they alto know
the "joy unspeakable and full of glory."
When men revile you, Chriat aay». "Kejoiee
and be exceeding glad." Jame* MY*.
"Count it all joy when you fall into diver*
temptation*." Karth ha* never witnessed
lta|>pier being* than Christian*. When in
the mid*t of bitter persecution* they have
gone to their death nhouting foe joy, ami
praiting God that they were counted worthy
to suffer for Him. The morning of joy fol
lows the night of weeping, a* the clear blue
tky follow* the storm that ha* ju*t passed.
Sorrow prepares the heart foe joy a* the
husbandman prepare* the soil for field* of
waving grain. The best fiowrr* grow in the
wounds of the earth. The crushed vsofrt
•end* forth it* sweetest perfume. So the
crushed heart send* forth the highest *otu
of joy and praise. The suffering Church
sang jubilant song* in the Catacombs. TV
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Yaudois tent forth strains of sweetest music
from their mountain fastnesses whither they
had been driven by bloody persecution*. As
the *wan, when dying, sing* its sweetest
note, so the Church in trial has voiced its
greatest joys. Yes, the Church has sung
her greatest hymns in Iter hours of greatest
trial. Blind Milton sings of "Paradise
Lost" and "Paradise Regained." Exiled
Dante writes immortal verse. Paul, from
prison cell, lonely and forsaken, sends forth
letters of inspiration and comfort to cheer
a sorrowing Church for all time. Sorrow
rob the Church of joy? Never! The
Church came up out of gTcat tribulation
into the glory of the New Jerusalem. From
captivity she shall return with the "oil of
gladness on her head and with songs of re
joicing." On the other hand, what has the
proud worldly Church done? What im
mortal things have been recorded in her
name? She has given the world inquisi
tion*. Fox's "Book of Martyrs," but not
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«m« loving memory. The suffering Church
has left tender memories ami glowing teatinionics of a Joy that sorrow could not
<|tiench. She has ever cried from the mid*t
of her agonies, "These light affliction*,
which are but for a moment, work out a far
more exceeding and eternal weight of
glory." The affliction* work out the greater
glory. This is the philosophy of Jesus ami
of Paul. Suffer and ye shall reign. It it
any wonder that men do not understand
Christianity until they are enlightened from
above ? "Has any freedom, any higher life,
any greater Joy. come to mankind that was
not preceded by a night of weeping T* Oit
of the shadows of Calvary the Day-star will
arise. The Man of Sorrows has won for the
world its Millennial Day. The New Jeru
salem b the outcome of the sacrifice made
on Calvary. Calvary eras the birthplace of
man's eternal bibs. "He shall tee of the trav
ail of Hb soul, and he *atubed." "He en
dured the cross, dnpbg the shame, kw
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ihc joy that wh set before Him.* IW
gloried in the cross brcause he mw it would
bring peace to the world. We have already
had a foretaste of wliat Christ can do for
the world. Go where Hia Goepcl i*
preached, where He ia lifted up, what tran»formatkma. what healing* of wounde<l
heart*, what enlightenment, what freedom
from tin. what joy. attend* the preaching of
thecroaal Are we to turn from Him in Hi*
•orrow*? Shalt we *eck an eaaier way ? I*
not "Hi* yoke ca«y and Hi* burden light r
I fa* the etna* become an offense to our
worldly hearts f Are are the cnemir* of the
tram of Christ ? Let u* not be deceived by
the new phOoaophies that offer an ca»icr way
and ridicule vicarious suffering. Let u* not
be deceived by the cheap substitute* for
Christ's religion that offer peace without
ahanneM fee am. But let us take the way
of self-denial and suffering, the true way of
the "oW rugged cnw." and. claaping hand*
with the Man of Sorrows, let Him lead us
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up to God. and prvKitt u» fauhWaa before
the pretence of Hia glory, leaping for joy.
" Ttirjr mn to ml MrtVi pUn toy*.
But ipol Ikr «Uy. MM) iktff Ike nlfto.
In nnmtwring o>» Ike rVh»» yrp
Tint IImw« [nt[inton (to Iketr «Mtfki*

VIII.

VICTORY.
ACAIX. let AS remember that a sorrowing
Church hat alway# been a victorious
Church. Napoleon My*: "The blood of
Christian* (lowed in tormrti; they died ki*»mg the hand that slew them. Everywhere
Christian* ML, and everywhere they tri
umphed.** Some one ha* Mid, "The world
b to be redeemed finally by the tabor* and
the retupon of men whoee day* are day* of
MdnrM. protest, and suffering, and whose
hours of triumph and exaltation are few and
far between." "The Mood of the martyr*
•haU ever be the seed of the Church." Mul
titude* have followed Christ when He has
been lifted op by a sue lowing Church.
I*»«l, "Waring about in his body the mark*
of the Lord Jesus." founded Christian sooJ*
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»f>e» everywhere. They were ready to leave
the excitement* of the arena and the stage
for the aober life of the Christian. They
were hungering for something Mtiafying.
and Chriatianity provided that something.
It la the height of abaurdity to think that
we can build up the Church by offering
men acme cheap aubatitute for the plcaaurea
of the world. Paul'a aocktiea did not dimin
ish when he aaid. "I would have you know
what great affliction* are in atorc for you."
Francis of Aaaiai called men to poverty and
toil, and multitudes followed. Wyclif. Fo*.
Wesley. Booth called men to endure hard
ship. and suffer losers, and bear reproach,
and thousand* responded. The uniMtrred
cry of the human heart h, "We would see
Jesus.- Not a theological Christ, tried ia
the hall of Higher Criticism; aot an ecctrsaastkal Christ, twcuwscrgwd by creed*; net
a aooaiistic Christ, to divide with a* «w
brother's goods: but the Christ who hare
our sort urns and Carried at idrfv b*
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whose stripes we are healed. I believe the
preaching of such a Savior would draw
multitudes to Him. Not only the poor but
the rich have responded to lite call from
Calvary. The cross Is the panacea for all
our ills. The cross is the eternal in Chris*
tianity. Gladstone says: "Talk about the
questions of the day; there is but one ques
tion. and that is the Gospel. It can and will
correct everything needing correction."
But. remember, it is the Gospel of Christ
and of Paul that is needed, and not the
Gospel of modern thought that rejects the
suffering Savior. The idea of atonement is
foolishness to modem rationalism. Sin is
only human weakness, and does not require
any such sacrifice as orthodoxy asserts.
But "without the shedding of blood there
is no remission of sin." Human plans of
salvation all fall short at this point; and
orthodox Churches and Christians, right in
theory but tiding to bear about in their
bodies the marks of the Lord Jesus, also

Vielory.
fail. The natural heart ace* nothing in the
sorrowing Christ There la no beauty that
we ahould deaire Him. "He la without
form or comeliness." The world despises
the humble beginnings of Christianity, and
looks in condescending pity on the man of
grief. It wonders at His piety and deplores
His fate, but does not sec the majesty of
Ilia lowliness. It calls Him martyr, and is
willing to reverence Him as such, but fails
to see in this abject sufferer the Savior of
the world. Christ calls to the weary and
heavy laden to come unto Him and rest,
and gives as His right to call them that He
is meek and lowly of heart Is it because
they understand Him that the poor hear
Him gladly? Is it not impossible for the
rich and worldly to enter into sympathy
with Christ ? The poor find Christ because
He was poor. The broken-hearted ffnd
healing in Him because He was brokenhearted. The Church thinks it can save
men by garnishing the tn*K
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The crow is seldom preached to-day.
We are bringing in the charming thing* of
the world to please the world. The proud
must not be offended with the *tory of suf
fering. This it a cuhured age, and we must
not offend the fine taate by introducing any
gloomy subject It is an offense to the re
fined philosophy of this age to my, "Christ
died for the ungodly." We are told that
such preaching will not do for this advanced
day. Rut the new philosophy does not save.
The pleasing literature, the fine music, the
entertaining sermon, the pleasing places of
worship, the new thought, do not bring
balm to the sinful heart: do not silence ac
cusing conscience; do not take away the
fear of coming judgment; do not bring
peace to the troubled soul. Men ask for
fish, and we give them serpents for the fear
of offending. They ask for bread, and are
give them maw*. The Man of Sorrows can
alone «jnwt the savage heart of man. The
cruel are subdued by His loadncss. the sin-
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ful are awed by Hit sinlcssncss; the proud
arc humbled by Hi* lowliness; the poor are
encouraged by HU aympaihy. ami the dcvlU
tremble in HU preeence. The robber* who
came to take Him (ell hack when they heard
HU word*, "Whom »rck ycT Liitie chil<tren approached Him without fear. The
weak reached out their thin harxU to touch
Him. The quiet, calm, Mibducd Man of
Sorrow* created an atmoapherc of healing
wherever He went Men and women lived
again in HU proence. The despairing took
hope; the timid became brave; the guilty
found mercy; and yet He wore sorrow a* a
garment From thu sorrowing heart Sowed
river* of *ympathy. We are healed by His
•tripes. HU sorrow cures our sorrow. The
chastisement of our peace was upon Him.
He said. "Weep with them that weep."
The world philosophy says. Laugh with
the sorrowful, make pleasure for the sad.
and provide amusement foe the uwswnmg
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bnrt; drown sorrow in pleasure, in cliange
of mm, In forfrtlulnni
Hm thou bwn bereaved ? Then go to the
house of mourning and heal thine own tor*
row in sympathy with other*. This is Christ's
philosophy, "It to better to go to the hottM
of mourning than to go to the houae of
fouling." Invite the sad to the music hall*
of gayrty. Call up the gay king* of the
earth to dupe) their gioom; ring to them of
the fad of Troy; recount the famoui deed*
of the world's famous men. Go on. untrue
Church—untrue to the Christ in whose
name you are sent, and untrue to the world
aorrwuing at your door*. Go on. dre** in
hue Horn and purple whilst Laiarus hun
ger* at your threshold more for sympathy
than tor bread, more for friendship than
for gold, more far Cahrmry's menage than
for any material Miming. Go on. heal the
•<*«"* Maladies with your untrue philoaincm wnn yvw Nvrorrs
and science, falsely so caOed. Cool their
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fevtrtd hearts, hot with tin. wtth your
pleasantries, your social date, your AM
rantatas, your eloquence, and soon tht
world will And out that yon art false and
will despise you.
There art rrtohrtiom in religion a* wed
aa in state. Tht world U alrtady turning
in disgust from your doom. Tht poor art
outside, groping in awful darkness "Is
thert no halm in Gdcadf Then why 1a the
hurt of my daughter not healed?" The
people are am-akk and need a heafcv.
Christ is the Meaier Dithw. They art led
astray hy many wpiw and false prophets,
who come in Christ's name and dectwt the
unwary. Many art weeping at the done of
the tepukher. and crying out "Where hart
you taken my Lord r The afl purser fd
Christ, the srmpatteainr Chri*. the sMatomng Christ, the teael pmifring CkrttL
yon hate, by ignorance and false MM hang,
taken away. Tht seorM is hnagtttef M •
Savior. They want the Sow of Cot, who
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hath power on earth to forgive tin. They
want the Chriat of the Gospel, and not the
Christ of German rationalism. They want
the human-divine Chriat; the Chriat who
entered the llethany home; the Chriat who
threw protection around the erring woman,
and had compaaaioa on the nuw«; tire
Chriat who walked with weary feet lite
"Via Dolorosa," and sank beneath the
weight of the cross; the Christ the proud
world rejects and the wkked crucify. "If
t be bfted up from the earth. I will draw
all men unto Me." Let the Church return
from its wandering*; let her once more cry
out to a sin-sick world. "Behold the I-arob
of Cod that taketh away the sin of the
world." and many guilty ones will seek
her akar* and find peace with Cod.
The Lamb ltd to the slaughter ha* a
peculiar charm for the guilty heart, and
men feel their gudt, and there is no reason
why the Church should exist unlet* she has
a message to the troubled conscience of
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nun. Let the Church once more cult thC'hri»t who, by llto wArringt and death,
hat made the name of Caleary tarred to the
human race, and turned the ignomininut
croaa into the holieat tymhol of aH l*t the
proud Oiurch humble hemeIf; let her mm
ittera "weep between the porch ami the
alurlet her dethrone the gnddeaa of rrn»«n ami exalt the Crucified; let her learn
leatona of aelf-denial ami tacriftor by (rar
ing long and earneatly into the face of Je«at
C'hrirt; and again the Spirit of the IM
the apirit of anhdned tadneaa and coni|a>
won for the multit rede*. ahaH he upon her
— — _ .I
,, ,
( m I . — . _ • —*
«a
_. . a
* gnori
(>ntn|l iiiifn w
iwi,
W
toe e pfcacn
hind up the hrnfcrodtearted. to peorlaam lib
erty to the eaptieea. and the opening of the
priton to them that are bonml; to gtm onto
them benuty' for athra, die o# of Joy tor
mourning, the garment of peahe for the
«pirit of heatineta: that they might be rafted
the tree* of tighteowweaa. the (hating of
the Lord, that He might be ghrtht* Yea.
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truly the Spirit of the I-onl was upon this
Man of Sorrow* to give life unto the world
and eternal life to ax many aa received Him.
Ami juxt ax truly the Spirit hax been upon
the humble Church of Christ when sire ha*
forsaken the world to walk humbly with her
Cod.
The humble sen-ants of God, driven by
persecution into exile ami extreme poverty,
have turned the world upside down. If
"they wandered about in sheepskins and
goatskins, being destitute, afflicted, tor
mented, they nevertheless "subdued king
doms, wrought righteousness, obtained
promises, stopped the mouths of lions; they
out of weakness were made strong, waxed
valiant in fight, turned to flight the armies
of the aliens." How we need to be con
stantly reminded that "this is the victory
that overturned) the work), even our faith
that "our weapons are not carnal, but spirit
ual to the polling down of strongholds P
The strength of the Church of Christ is not
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in her schools of learning, not in her fine
place* of worship, not in Iter added mem
bership, but in the holincw of her membrr*
and Iter faith in the invisible C«od. To make
men holy is her exalted mission. Failing to
make this the one aim of her existence, she
is like the ship on the rocks, beaten and
tossed by the angTy waves: and. failing to
fulfill her mission, she is a weak and help
less institution, without excuse for her ex
istence. Hut standing upon the promise* of
Christ, although despised and rejected of
men and hated by her enemies, she is un
conquerable, and the "very gates of bell
shall not prevail against her."

-Cramssad throne* may partah,
Kingdom* rias and wan*
Bat the Chnrch of Jeans
Gate* of hail cm sew
TMaat that Chnrch prevail;
We have Christ* one promt**
And that can not ML"

IX.

SATISFIED.
" He Bhall see of the travail of His soul
and be satisfied."
" Ring out the darkness of the land,
Ring in the Christ that is to be."
M A N looks forward to the "one far-off

divine event, to which the whole creation
moves."

What a long night it has been;

what sorrows have filled the heart of man,
and how little real joy there has been in
the earth 1 May we not hope that the "night
is far spent, and the day is at hand," and
that the "divine event, to which the whole
creation moves," is not "far-off?" Is it
any wonder that men should ask, "Where
is the promise of His coming?" when we
consider how long the world has groaned
under oppression, and how slowly the hu
man race seems to move toward the realiza
tion of anticipated blessedness?
90

And yet,
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notwithstanding the long delay, man still
believes in the "morning of joy" when "all
tears shall be wiped away." To the Chris
tian this hope is very bright and it sustains
him in the trying hour of trial and death.
He looks for a "city not made with hands,
eternal in the heavens." He feels that here
we have no "abiding city," and so he seeks
one to come. He is looking for the blessed
realization of "peace on earth and good
will toward men."
All prophets have had a glimpse of this
better day; for it is the province of the true
prophet to first tell of the night, and then to
tell of the glad day. Isaiah looked forward
to that day, and with wonderful clearness
of vision tells of "new heavens and a new
earth." He saw the "ransomed of the
Lord" returning, "with songs and everlast
ing joy upon their heads," and he says,
"They shall obtain joy and gladness, and
sorrow and sighing shall flee away.' He
looked forward to a day when "the inhab-
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itant should say no more, I am sickwhen
"the voice of weeping shall be no more
heard, nor the voice of crying." Peter saw
the earth and the works that are therein
burning up, and the elements melting with
fervent heat. Nevertheless he said, "We
look for new heavens and a new earth
wherein dwelleth righteousness."
The
coming of Christ to bring in a reign of
peace and universal happiness has been the
hope of the Church through all ages. In
the darkest night of sorrow the Church
has seen a gray streak of morning light giv
ing promise of that day when the Sun of
Righteousness shall arise with healing in
his wings. This hope has ever cheered her
in the darkest night "Weeping may en
dure for a night, but joy cometh in the
morning."
" Hope springs eternal in the human breast;
Man never is, but always to be, blest"

There is almost a universal belief that some
day all that is dark in human life; all that
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mars the peace of man; all that causes
hearts to break and eyes to weep; all in
justice and oppression; all poverty, pain,
and sickness; all distress and human woe,
shall pass away forever. The Church has
strong reason for such a belief; for nothing
is more clearly set forth in the Word of her
faith than this promise of final victory and
eternal joy of the saints.
We now turn for the closing word to the
Book of Revelation. Here, in Apocalyptic
language, the philosophy of the cross is
clearly set forth. Here we pass from the
shades of eternal night into the realms of
the eternal day. Here we see the Man of
Sorrows occupying the throne of the uni
verse, offering eternal rewards to the over
coming Churches; conquering His enemies;
"for He treadeth the wine-press of the fierce
ness of the wrath of Almighty God." He
that was once rejected among men is now
"the Prince of the kings of the earth." He
is "Alpha and Omega, which is, which was,
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and which is to come, the Almighty."
John, our brother and "companion in tribu
lation," sees the Church in trial and great
affliction, persecuted, martyred, crying be
neath the altar of God, the woman drunk
with the blood of the martyrs of Jesus, but
at last sitting down at the marriage supper
of the Lamb.
John does not let us forget for one mo
ment that the conquering Son of God is
"One like unto the Son of man," and that
it is through the merits of His sufferings
and death that He is thus exalted above all
principalities and powers, and that because
the Church shared His sufferings upon
earth, she now shares His joys in heavenly
places. It is because she overcame through
the "blood of the Lamb" that she is worthy
to sit with Him on His throne. The joy of
the redeemed Church is purchased by the
blood of the Lamb. We are made "kings
and priests unto God and His Father"
through "Him that loved us, and washed us
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from our sins in His own blood." It is the
"Lamb that was slain" that is found worthy
to open the Book of Life, "and is worthy
to receive power, and riches, and wisdom,
and strength, and honor, and glory, and
blessing." The "new song" that breaks
forth from these redeemed hearts is about
the "Lamb that was slain, and hast re
deemed us unto God by Thy blood out of
every kindred, and tongue, and people, and
nation." It is because they "came out of
great tribulation, and have washed their
robes, and made them white in the blood of
the Lamb," that they "are before the throne
of God, and serve Him day and night in
His temple; and He that sitteth upon the
throne shall dwell among them, and the
Lamb that is in the midst of the throne
shall feed them, and shall lead them unto
living fountains of waters: and God shall
wipe away all tears from their eves." They
are "glad and rejoice" at the marriage sup
per of the Lamb, for "Blessed arc they
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which are called unto the marriage supper
of the Lamb." And then John carries us
on through the dreadful scenes of a judged
humanity, and we hear the fearful blasts
of the seven trumpets that pall the wicked
to their fearful doom; the vials are poured
out upon the condemned world; men cry
for the rocks and mountains to fall on them
to hide them from "the wrath of the Lamb."
We are carried past judgment, the second
death, and hell to the very gate of the eter
nal city of God. What do we see? The
Eternal God wiping away all tears from
their eyes, and a "great voice" is heard to
say, "There shall be no more death, neither
sorrow, nor prying, neither shall there be
any more pain: for the former things are
passed away." Night has passed away, and
the eternal day has dawned. The Lamb is
the light of this eternal day. There shall
be no more curse.
"Blessed are they that do His command
ments that they may have right to the tree
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of life, and may enter in through the gates
into the city." What are the gates into the
city ? Suffering and tribulation because of
obedience to the Lamb of God.

For

"through great tribulation we must enter
into the kingdom of God." Let us remem
ber, when the way seems rough and the
cross is heavy, that we "are treading where
the saints have trod," and that our sorrows,
however sharp, are only for a little while,
and these "light afflictions are but for a
moment," and then comes the "exceeding
and eternal weight of glory" and "the joy
unspeakable." "For even hereunto were ye
called: because Christ also suffered for us,
leaving us an example, that ye should fol
low His steps." Let us press forward man
fully through the judgment hall, over the
brow of Calvary, into the silent tomb, to
await the resurrection of the just and then
to enter the city of God forever. Soon shall
break in upon our night of sorrow the
trumpet of God calling us to meet the Lord
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in the air. The saints are to judge the
world and the meek are to inherit the earth.
Let us be patient "until the day dawn and
the day-star arise in our hearts." Remem
ber that for all thy trials there is not only
consolation in Christ, but also compensa
tion. "Behold I come quickly, and My re
ward is with Me, to give to every man ac
cording as his work shall be." "Amid
much that is painful to every heart and per
plexing to every mind, it is delightful to
know that the night to which such perplex
ities and pains are confined is far spent, and
that the day that dissipates them all is close
at hand." "Let us not sorrow as do others
who have no hope."

May we not rejoice

and be glad at the anticipation?
not let the prospect cheer us?

May we
Think of

it: all that is false, all deadly superstitions,
all that oppresses the Church of Christ,
shall be done away and universal peace
and universal brotherhood shall cover the
renewed earth.

And this glad new earth

Satisfied.
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and this never-ending day arc to be the
purchase of His blood, and He shall see in
this redeemed race "the travail of His soul,"
and be "satisfied."
"Even so, Lord Jesus, come quickly."
"In the cross of Christ I glory,
Towering o'er the wrecks of time ;
All the light of sacred story
Gathers round its head sublime.
When the woes of life o'ertake me,
Hopes deceive, and fears annoy,
Never shall the cross forsake me;
Lo, it gleams with peace and joy.
When the sun of bliss is beaming
Light and love upon my way,
From the cross the radiance streaming
Adds more luster to the day.
Banc and blessing, pain and pleasure,
By the cross are sanctified;
Peace ia there, that knows no measure,
Joys that through all time abide.
In the cross of Christ I glory.
Towering o'er the wrecks of time;
All the light of sacred story
Gathers round its head sublime."
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